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The Path of Exile: Conquerors of the Atlas is finally here

This time, PoECurrency.com, a third-party transaction service platform of Path of Exile, no longer promotes our most stable POE
Orbs and no longer provides game guides. Today we will bring you two long-awaited updates Conquerors of the Atlas. Let’s take
a look together.
The Conquerors of the Atlas has entered the countdown, and Grinding Gear Games has released another trailer for the upcoming
Update to Exile: Atlas Conqueror. Along with the new Metamorph Challenge League, this expansion has revolutionized the final
game of World Atlas.
It focuses on two of the five ultimate game bosses that players will quarrel with. Both have unique models and capabilities that
pose their challenges. Check out the video below.
The story of Atlas Conqueror was determined after the elders and deformers were defeated. The exiles continued to fight in the
atlas, eager for more and more power. Zana was afraid of what they became, destroyed the atlas, and sealed the exiles inside.
However, they are now looking for a way out.
The conqueror of Atlas has greatly improved the endgame, allowing players to start in the center of the map. Only 50 maps are
available at the beginning-by defeating the conqueror, you will get the watch stone to enter different areas. This will display all
maps within the area and upgrade their level, allowing further traversal.
The Path of Exile: Atlas Conqueror will be launched with PC on December 13th, and Transformers will be released at the same
time. Xbox One and PS4 will arrive in a week.
Farming and farming day after day will make you endlessly tired, and we want to be just released from the play, not to make
money. Go to PoECurrency.com to Buy POE Orbs now, free your time and improve the distribution of game experience, why not
try it?

